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ABSTRACT

This paper proposes a simple yet effective model-based neural
network speaker adaptation technique that learns speaker-
specific hidden unit contributions given adaptation data,
without requiring any form of speaker-adaptive training, or
labelled adaptation data. An additional amplitude parameter
is defined for each hidden unit; the amplitude parameters
are tied for each speaker, and are learned using unsupervised
adaptation. We conducted experiments on the TED talks data,
as used in the International Workshop on Spoken Language
Translation (IWSLT) evaluations. Our results indicate that
the approach can reduce word error rates on standard IWSLT
test sets by about 8–15% relative compared to unadapted
systems, with a further reduction of 4–6% relative when
combined with feature-space maximum likelihood linear re-
gression (fMLLR). The approach can be employed in most
existing feed-forward neural network architectures, and we
report results using various hidden unit activation functions:
sigmoid, maxout, and rectifying linear units (ReLU).

Index Terms— Speaker Adaptation, Deep Neural Net-
works, TED, IWSLT, LHUC

1. INTRODUCTION

In the past three years, speech recognition accuracy has been
substantially improved through the use of (deep) neural net-
work (DNN) acoustic models. Hinton et al [1] report word er-
ror rate (WER) reductions between 10–32% across a wide va-
riety of tasks, compared with discriminatively trained Gaus-
sian mixture model (GMM) based systems. These results use
neural networks as both hybrid systems [2,3] where the neural
network provides a scaled likelihood estimate which replaces
the GMM, and as tandem/bottleneck systems [4, 5] in which
the neural network is used as a discriminative feature extrac-
tor for a GMM-based system. Hybrid systems can provide
a more powerful probability model – or can at least approxi-
mate a score a probability model would provide – compared
with GMM-based systems, owing to automatically learned
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nonlinear feature extraction (hidden units) and better mod-
elling of statistical dependences within and across frames.

A variety of additional acoustic model compensation
and adaptation methods have been developed, to better deal
with unseen speakers and mismatched acoustic backgrounds.
The most successful of these is the maximum likelihood lin-
ear regression (MLLR) family of techniques developed for
GMM-based systems [6, 7, 8]. In cases where speaker or
channel adaptation can lead to significant improvements in
accuracy, tandem systems often provide similar or reduced
WERs compared with hybrid systems, owing to the applica-
bility of GMM-based adaptation techniques [1, 9, 10].

DNNs can learn invariances through many layers of non-
linear transformations, although accurate recognition of data
from various acoustic conditions requires specific training
approaches, such as multi-condition training [11]. Explicit
adaptation to speaker or acoustic characteristics can further
improve accuracy [12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. A good adaptation
technique should have a compact representation – this allows
the speaker-dependent parameters to be estimated from small
amounts of adaptation data, and minimises storage require-
ments, since a different set of adaptation parameters needs to
be stored for each speaker or condition. In addition, it is de-
sirable to adapt the DNN in an unsupervised fashion without
requiring labelled adaptation data.

In this paper we introduce a modified feed-forward neural
network acoustic model in which there is a set of speaker-
dependent parameters (one per hidden unit). Each speaker-
dependent parameter corresponds to a hidden unit amplitude,
and adaptation involves optimising these parameters for each
speaker. We have evaluated the proposed adaptation tech-
nique across three IWSLT test sets of TED talks using DNN
acoustic models with sigmoid units, maxout units, and recti-
fying linear units (ReLU).

2. NEURAL NETWORK ACOUSTIC ADAPTATION

Adaptation techniques for neural networks fall into three
classes: feature-space transforms (speaker normalisation);
auxiliary features; and model-based adaptation.

The dominant technique for estimating feature space
transforms is constrained (feature-space) MLLR, referred to



as CMLLR or fMLLR [8]. fMLLR is a fully unsupervised
adaptation method, which has been transferred from GMM-
based to DNN-based acoustic models, in which a linear affine
transform of the input acoustic features is estimated by max-
imising the log-likelihood that the model generates adaptation
data based on first pass alignments. To use fMLLR with a
DNN-based system, it is first necessary to train a complete
GMM-based system, which is then used to estimate a single
input transform per speaker. The transformed feature vec-
tors are then used for DNN training and evaluation. This
technique has been shown to be effective in reducing WER
across several different data sets, in both hybrid and tandem
approaches [17, 1, 9, 10]. Similar approaches have also been
developed for neural networks. The linear input network
(LIN) [12, 18] defines an additional speaker dependent layer
between the input features and the first hidden layer, and thus
has a similar effect to fMLLR. This technique has been fur-
ther explored [19], including the use of a tied variant of LIN
in which each of the input frames is constrained to have the
same linear transform – feature-space discriminative linear
regression (fDLR) [13, 20]. LIN/fDLR have been used in
the context of both speaker-adaptive training and test-time
adaptation only.

The use of augmented or auxiliary features is an ap-
proach to speaker-adaptive training in which the acoustic fea-
ture vectors are augmented with additional speaker-specific
features computed for each speaker at both training and test
stages. There has been considerable recent work exploring
the use of i-vectors [21] for this purpose. The i-vectors can
be regarded as the basis vectors which span a subspace of
speaker variability, and were first used for adaptation in a
GMM framework by Karafiat et al [22]. Saon et al [23] used
i-vectors to augment the input features of DNN-based acous-
tic models, and showed that augmenting the input features
with 100-dimensional i-vectors for each speaker resulted in
a 10% relative reduction in WER on Switchboard (and a
6% reduction when the input features had been transformed
using fMLLR). Gupta et al [24] obtained similar results,
and Karanasou et al [25] presented an approach in which
the i-vectors were factorised into speaker and environment
parts. Other examples of auxiliary features include the use of
speaker-specific bottleneck features obtained from a speaker
separation DNN used in a distant speech recognition task [26]
and the use of out-of-domain tandem features [14].

In model-based adaptation, the DNN parameters are
adapted directly. Liao [16] investigated supervised and un-
supervised adaptation of different weight subsets using a few
minutes of adaptation data. On a large net (60M weights), up
to 5% relative improvement was observed for unsupervised
adaptation when all weights were adapted. Yu et al [15] have
explored the use of regularisation for adapting the weights
of a DNN, using the Kullback-Liebler (KL) divergence be-
tween the speaker-independent output distribution and the
speaker-adapted output distributions, resulting in a 3% rela-

tive improvement on Switchboard. A variant of this approach
reduces the number of speaker-specific parameters through
a factorisation based on singular value decomposition [27].
Ochiai et al [28] have also explored regularised adaptive
training of subsets of DNN parameters.

Directly adapting the weights of a large DNN results in
extremely large speaker-dependent parameter sets, and a com-
putationally intensive adaptation process. Smaller subsets of
the DNN weights may be modified, including adaptation of
output layer biases [20], and adaptation of the bias and slope
of hidden units (a contrast experiment in [29]). Siniscalchi et
al [29] also investigated the use of Hermite polynomial activa-
tion functions, whose parameters are set in a speaker adaptive
fashion. Other approaches, related to the use of auxiliary fea-
tures, are based on speaker codes [30, 31] in which a specific
set of units for each speaker is optimised. Speaker-codes re-
quire speaker adaptive (re)-training, owing to the additional
connection weights between codes and hidden units

Our goal is to develop a DNN adaptation technique which
results in substantial and consistent reductions in WER, while
remaining computationally efficient at adaptation time, with
a compact set of speaker-specific parameters, and without re-
quiring speaker adaptive training.

3. SPEAKER-DEPENDENT DNN

The feed-forward multi-layer perceptron (MLP) learns a
nested nonlinear function u(·) about data x formulated as a
sequence of L+ 1 layers (hidden plus output),

u(x; θ) = φ
(
U>φL

(
WL>φL−1 · · · φ1

(
W1>x

)
· · ·
))
,

(1)
where φl is the nonlinear transfer function at the l-th hidden
layer and φ is the output layer transformation. We can write
the output of hidden layer l as, hl:

hl = φl
(
Wl>hl−l

)
. (2)

The model parameters are given by θ = {W1, . . . ,WL,U},
where we assume that the biases are included in the weight
matrices Wl. φl may take the form of a sigmoid φl =
1/(1 + exp(−c)), rectifying linear units (ReLU) [32] φl =
max(0, c), or maxout units [33, 34] φl = maxi+G

j=i cj .
For acoustic modelling, activations at the output layer are

normalised by a softmax operation to produce posterior distri-
bution over tied states at time t, st:

P (st|xt; θ) =
exp(U>st

φL)∑
s′ exp(U>s′φL)

, (3)

This model is usually trained in a speaker independent
(SI) fashion: a set of training speech examples {(xt, st)}Tt=1

produced by some number of distinct speakers is used to train
the network. The objective of speaker adaptation is to adjust
the parameters such that the acoustic model generalises better



to unseen talkers. This is achieved by using some amount of
adaptation data {(xm

t , s
m
t )}T m

t=1, Tm << T for speaker m in
order to refine the model such that it better approximates the
posterior distribution P (st|xm

t ; θm, θ) for a given speaker.
We modify the speaker independent model (1) by defining

a set of speaker-dependent (SD) parameters for speaker m,
θm = {r1

m, . . . , r
L
m}, where rl

m ∈ RM l

is the vector of SD
parameters for the lth hidden layer. If a(rl

m) is element-wise
function that constrains the range of rl

m, then we can modify
(2) to define an SD hidden layer output:

hl
m = a(rl

m) ◦ φl
(
Wl>hl−l

m

)
, (4)

where ◦ is an element-wise multiplication. We have cho-
sen to define a(·) as a sigmoid with amplitude 2, a(c) =
2/(1 + exp(−c)). (Other options are also possible, e.g.
max(0,min(2, c)); preliminary experiments indicated that
this did not affect the WER.). This re-parametrisation is for
optimisation purposes only; at runtime a(·) can be evaluated
once for a given set of θm and directly used as a scaling
factor. The SD term can be viewed as weighting the hidden
unit contributions; if the gain of a(r·m) is set to 1.0, then the
SI and SD models are equivalent.

We refer to this approach as Learning Hidden Unit Con-
tributions (LHUC). The function a(·) has been chosen to con-
strain the range of rm to [0, 2] which simplifies interpretabil-
ity and the next layer receives the expected re-weighted
average input – some activations can be turned off entirely
but some have chance to compensate with doubled amplitude
while some other may remain unchanged. This formulation
has several advantages: first, the total number of adaptation
parameters stays relatively low - at most the total number
of hidden units,

∑L
l M

l; second, since it does not make as-
sumptions about the form of nonlinearity, neither the internal
structure of a layer, it may be applied to any feed-forward
neural network; third, it does not rely on speaker adaptive
training which makes the training and adaptation processes
simpler allowing standard SI DNN components to be reused;
finally, it does not change the learned feature detectors, which
makes the technique more robust against over-fitting and
catastrophic forgetting [35].

The SD parameters are optimised with respect to the nega-
tive log posterior probabilityF(θm) over Tm adaptation data-
points of the m-th speaker, similar to the SI case:

F(θm) = −
T m∑

t

logP (st|xm
t ; θm) . (5)

(Other cost functions could also be used such as regularising
using the KL divergence between SI and SD models [15].)

For the top hidden layer the SD parameters’ gradient is:

∂F
∂rL

m

=
∂F

∂a(rL
m)

∂a(rL
m)

∂rL
m

, (6)

where ∂a(rL
m)/∂rL

m depends on a(·) and ∂F/∂a(rL
m) is ob-

tained using (3) and (4):

∂F
∂a(rL

m)
= −

∑
t

∂

∂a(rL
m)

(
exp(U>s a(r

L
m) ◦ φL

t )

− log
∑
s′

exp(U>s′a(rL
m) ◦ φL

t )

)

= −
∑

t

(
U>st
−
∑

s

exp(U>s a(r
L
m) ◦ φL

t )∑
s′ exp(U>s′a(rL

m) ◦ φL
t )

U>s

)
φL

t

= −
∑

t

(
U>st
−
∑

s

P (s|xm
t )U>s

)
φL

t . (7)

The remaining gradients for the SD parameters in the lower
layers rl

m, l ∈ {1 . . . L− 1} can be computed using the chain
rule

∂F
∂rl

m

=
∂F
∂φL

∂φL

∂φL−1
· · · ∂φ

l+2

∂φl+1

∂φl+1

∂a(rl
m)

∂a(rl
m)

∂rl
m

, (8)

where ∂F/∂φL is obtained similar to (7)

∂F
∂φL

= −
∑

t

(
U>st
−
∑

s

P (s|xm
t )U>s

)
a(rL

m), (9)

and by using an auxiliary identity zl+1
t = Wl+1>a(rl

m) ◦ φl
t

the remaining partials for (8) are given by (10) and (11).

∂φl+1
t

∂φl
t

=
∂φl+1

t

∂zl+1
t

∂zl+1
t

∂φl
t

=
∂φl+1

t

∂zl+1
t

Wl+1>a(rl
m) (10)

∂φl+1
t

∂a(rl
m)

=
∂φl+1

t

∂zl+1
t

∂zl+1
t

∂a(rl
m)

=
∂φl+1

t

∂zl+1
t

Wl+1>φl
t (11)

∂φl+1
t /∂zl+1

t depends on the activation function in the given
layer: it is 1.0 for maxout and ReLU (positive slope, other-
wise 0), for sigmoid it is φl+1(1− φl+1).

Learning the amplitides of hidden unit activation func-
tions has been previously suggested [36]: however, in that
work the amplitudes were not shared between speakers (or
some other adaptation class), and the amplitudes were esti-
mated on the the training set, similar to the other weights.

4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

We performed experiments using a corpus of publicity
available TED talks (http://www.ted.com) follow-
ing the IWSLT ASR evaluation protocol [37] (http://
iwslt.org). Our baseline systems are very similar to [14]
with some minor acoustic model refinements. We used a
lightweight pruned language model that is inferior to a later
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model estimated on more data [38]. The training data con-
sisted of 813 publicly available TED talks published before
the end of 2010. After automatic segmentation and lightly-
supervised alignment 143 hours of speech remained for train-
ing purposes. We present results on three predefined IWSLT
test sets: dev2010, tst2010 and tst2011 containing 8,
11 and 8 talks of about 10 minutes duration, respectively.

For acoustic modelling we use a DNN with 6 hidden
layers and 2048 units per layer for element-wise activations
(sigmoid, ReLU), together with 12000 tied states (outputs).
The input features had a dimension of 351: PLP-12 (includ-
ing C0), with first and second derivatives, with ±4 frames
of context. For the maxout pooling nonlinearity we set the
number of hidden maxout units to 1500 with a group size of
2, following our previous work [39]. For each neural net-
work we sampled initial weights from a uniform distribution
with range ±k. For ReLU and maxout we used k = 0.005,
while for sigmoid we used a normalised initialisation with
k = 4

√
6/(M l +M l+1) [40]. All models are fine-tuned

with the exponentially decaying “newbob” learning rate
schedule1 staring from an initial learning rate of 0.08 (for
sigmoid) and 0.01 for piece-wise linear activation functions.
Models are adapted with a large learning rate of 0.8. We used
the open source Kaldi toolkit [41], with DNNs estimated
using PyLearn2 [42].

5. RESULTS

Most of the analyses in this section use tst2010 and DNN
models with a sigmoid nonlinearity. A summary of results
using all three test sets and the sigmoid, maxout, and ReLU
hidden layers is presented in Table 1. All adaptation experi-
ments, unless explicitly stated otherwise, were unsupervised.

First, we investigated how many and which hidden layers
should be adapted on a per speaker basis. Figure 1 (a) shows
the effect of LHUC, by progressively adapting layers from
the bottom (closest to the input) to the top. The lowest hidden
layer is most important, with the overall WER flattening after
3–4 adapted layers. Learning hidden unit contributions from
the top hidden layer yields worse WER – 17.5% if only the
top hidden layer is adapted compared with 16.6% when the
bottom hidden layer is adapted. The frame error rate (FER,
Figure 1 (b)) steadily decreases with the number of adapted
hidden layers; interestingly from the order in which layers
were inserted was irrelevant with respect to FER.

Figure 2 plots WER and FER against the number of itera-
tions of adaptation, using the same alignments obtained from
the first pass decoding lattices. Most of the WER decrease
was obtained after one iteration of adaptation; further itera-
tions brought only small reductions in WER, although FER
steadily decreases. It may also be observed that LHUC adap-

1Developed as part of ICSI QuickNet: http://www.icsi.
berkeley.edu/Speech/qn.html
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Fig. 1. a) WER(%) and b) FER(%) on tst2010 as a func-
tion of the number of layers with learned hidden unit contri-
butions. The SD parameters were inserted from the bottom
(closest to input) to the top.
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Fig. 2. a) WER(%) and b) FER(%) on tst2010 as a func-
tion of the number of adaptation iterations. All hidden unit
contributions are adapted.

tation is partially complementary with fMLLR-based speaker
normalisation.

In the following experiments we carry out LHUC adapta-
tion on all layers and adapt for 3 iterations. We investigated
how the amount of adaptation data affects WER by randomly
selecting adaptation utterances to give totals of 10s, 30s, 60s,
120s and 300s of speaker-specific adaptation data for each
talker. Figure 3 (a) shows average WERs after repeating the
experiments 5 times. 10s of unsupervised adaptation data de-
creases the WER of the large (46M weights) speaker inde-
pendent model by 3% relative. This is further improved when
adapting with more data to 5.4% relative with 30s and 7%
relative with 60s. A full two-pass decoding yields a WER of
16.2% (13% relative improvement) – which is comparable to
the result obtained with speaker adaptive fMLLR training2.
Combining both methods further decreased WER to 15.1%
(18.7% relative improvement).

Figure 3 also presents an oracle experiment in which the
adaptation targets were obtained by aligning the audio data
with reference transcripts. We performed this experiment
for analysis, rather than considering it in terms of system

2Note, fMLLR transforms were estimated once based on GMM first pass
alignments using all data for a given talker
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Fig. 3. WER(%) for different amounts of adaptation data a) average scores b) split for 11 speakers of tst2010

Table 1. Summary of WER (%) results on IWSLT12 TED
evaluation sets. Relative improvements are given in parenthe-
ses w.r.t. the corresponding speaker independent model.

Model dev2010 tst2010 tst2011

DNN 19.3 18.6 15.2
+LHUC 17.3 (-10.4) 16.2 (-12.9) 13.7 (-9.9)
+fMLLR 17.4 (-9.8) 16.2 (-12.9) 13.9 (-8.5)

+LHUC 16.2 (-16) 15.1 (-18.7) 12.9 (-15.1)
ReLU 19.3 18.4 15.2

+LHUC 17.8 (-7.8) 15.7 (-14.7) 13.5 (-11.2)
+fMLLR 17.7 (-8.3) 15.7 (-14.7) 13.6 (-10.5)

+LHUC 16.9 (-12.4) 14.6 (-21.2) 12.7 (-16.4)
Maxout 19.0 18.0 14.3

+LHUC 17.1 (-10) 15.6 (-13.3) 12.8 (-10.4)
+fMLLR 16.9 (-11.1) 15.4 (-14.4) 12.5 (-12.6)

+LHUC 16.3 (-14.2) 14.6 (-18.9) 11.9 (-16.8)

improvements, to demonstrate the modelling capacity of
LHUC adaptation. Without refining what the model knows
about speech, nor the way it classifies it (since the feature
receptors and output layer are fixed during adaptation and
remain speaker independent), we show that the recomposi-
tion of these “basis functions” is able to decrease the WER
by 24.7% relative for LHUC-only adaptation and 26.3%
relative when combined with fMLLR. This indicates that ef-
fective adaptation methods can be designed in the space of
speaker-independent speech components (which can be ro-
bustly estimated on hundreds of hours of training data) while
the final SD model is composed by an appropriate selection
of a relatively small number of weighting coefficients.

Figure 3 (b) also shows the WERs separately for each of
the 11 speakers from tst2010. We can see very good adap-

tation results can be also obtained for more noisy adaptation
targets: the largest decreases in WER is for the speaker with
the highest WER. Although much more evidence is required,
this is an indication that the LHUC method is not very sensi-
tive to inaccuracies in adaptation targets.

Finally, we report the complete results for the three pre-
defined IWSLT12 test sets and different model types in Ta-
ble 1. We can see the LHUC works well also with non- or
partially-bounded activation functions (Maxout, ReLU) giv-
ing up to 21% relative improvement for combined feature-
and model-based adaptation. The average gain from the com-
bined LHUC and fMLLR adaptation of Maxout models is
consistently smaller when compared to other models; we note
that the Maxout hidden dimensionality is smaller (1500 hid-
den units per layer versus 2048) and as such there are fewer
SD adaptation parameters.

Figure 4 shows the maximum, mean, and minimum values
of r for an example speaker from tst2010 – note the close
to symmetrical distribution of gains across layers with nearly
zero mean.

6. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented an adaptation technique that learns hid-
den unit contributions on a per speaker basis. The method is
able to fully reuse most SI DNN model architectures. Our re-
sults across three IWSLT test sets indicate that the approach
consistently reduces word error rates by 8–15% relative com-
pared to unadapted systems, with a further reduction of 4–6%
relative when combined with fMLLR. Our experiments also
show that the technique may be used with various hidden unit
activation functions: sigmoid, maxout, and ReLU.
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